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Preparing to be President
2000

in 1960 then senator john f kennedy asked author richard neustadt to
write a series of memos to plan for the transition into office neustadt
later also prepared transition memos for reagan dukakis and clinton this
work presents these previously unpublished memos along with new
essays by neustadt and volume editor jones the memos provide new
information on the workings of several presidential campaigns and
administrations addressing questions on organizing the transition team
staffing and the roles of the vice president and first lady neustadt reveals
how he came to advise the presidents elect and candidates and the
thinking behind recommendations he made neustadt is affiliated with
harvard university jones is affiliated with the university of wisconsin
madison and the brookings institute annotation copyrighted by book
news inc portland or

I Can Be President
1984

describes in simple terms the duties and responsibilities of the president
of the united states

How to be President
2007

god bless my mother all i am or ever hope to be i owe to her abraham
lincoln what are the family circumstances that have created our
presidents how did their upbring ing shape their future and ours new york
times bestselling author doug wead answers these questions in one of
the most comprehensive studies of presidential families to date when
one thinks about the leadership qualities of george washington and
theodore roosevelt or the intellectual prowess of john adams and
abraham lincoln it is hard to imagine them as children it is even more
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difficult to envision the parents of our leaders especially the larger than
life idols of our political past our greatest presidents have entered the
oval office armed with overwhelming ambition intellect and political
savvy but were these characteristics evident in childhood the raising of a
president is a groundbreaking look at the parents of the american
presidents full of never before seen facts and anecdotes as well as
psychological profiles based on wead s findings he analyzes the types of
families into which our presidents were born and sheds a fascinating light
on how their destinies were shaped during childhood using countless
presidential correspondences and letters as well as notes from hours of
his own private conversations and interviews with six presidents and first
ladies wead focuses specifically on the early life of our first president
george washington john adams john quincy adams and the making of our
nation s first political empire the humble beginnings of our greatest
president abraham lincoln the privileged upbringing of franklin delano
roosevelt the ambitious rise of john fitzgerald kennedy and the quiet
dynasty led by george h w bush and his son george w bush throughout
the raising of a president readers will find that the circumstances and
events that would destroy most children were often the very things that
sparked greatness in our nation s future leaders these are the stories of
the presidents parents but in a truer sense they are the stories of the
presidents themselves from a perspective that is long overdue

The Raising of a President
2005-03-15

describes the requirements roles and responsibilities of the president of
the united states and how to get on the path to achieving the highest
position in united states government

Boy Who Wanted to Be President
1996-10

explores the lives of the presidents and the evolution of the presidency
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So You Want to Be President of the United
States
2019

a timely title in the i want to be series

The American President
2000

this in depth history of our nation s 46 presidents is now fully revised and
updated to include donald trump s eventful term in office joe biden s path
to the presidency and the election of kamala harris the nation s first
female black vice president the presidents fact book is the complete
compendium of all things presidential and a sweeping survey of american
history through the biography of every president from george washington
to joe biden organized chronologically by president each entry covers the
major accomplishments and events of the presidential term cabinet
members election results groundbreaking legislation and supreme court
appointments personality and personal habits including hobbies odd
behaviors and outlandish penchants a behind the scenes look at the
wives families friends and foes and much more major moments from
administrations from the bill of rights and the emancipation proclamation
to the civil rights era and the coronavirus pandemic provide a glimpse
into the crucial moments of america s storied past perfect for students
history buffs and political junkies the presidents fact book is at once an
expansive collage of the american presidency and a comprehensive view
of american history

You Can Be President
1998

an accessible and comprehensive main text for courses on the
presidency this text argues that to be a successful presidential leader
one must effectively manage the enormous institutional and personal
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resources or the keys to power using the keys to power theme warshaw
argues that the presidency is far more powerful today than in past
generations the book offers the most coverage in the market on the
structures that provide the president with such power as a result there
are discrete chapters dedicated to the vice president the president s
cabinet the white house staff and the executive office of the president
standard topics such as the president and the economy are still covered
but are integrated throughout the chapters

I Want to Be President
2009

in response to criticism and disappointment from the left a consequential
president offers a bold assessment of the lasting successes and major
achievements of president obama had he only saved the u s economy
with his economic recovery act and his program to restore the auto
industry president obama would have been considered a successful
president he achieved so much more however that he can be counted as
one of our most consequential presidents with the affordable care act he
ended the long running crisis of escalating costs and inadequate access
of treatment that had long threatened the well being of 50 million
americans his energy policies drove down the cost of power generated by
the sun the wind and even fossil fuels his efforts on climate change
produced the paris agreement the first treaty to address global warming
in a meaningful way and his diplomacy produced a dramatic reduction in
the nuclear threat posed by iran add the withdrawal of troops from iraq
the normalization of relations with cuba and his pivot toward asia and
president obama s triumphs abroad match those at home most
importantly as the first african american president he navigated race
relations and a rising tide of bigotry including some who challenged his
citizenship while also fighting a republican party determined to make him
one term president as a result obama s greatest achievement was
restoring dignity and ethics to the office of the president proof that he
delivered his campaign promise of hope and change
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The Presidents Fact Book
2021-08-10

hailed by the new yorker as a superlative study of a president and his
presidency lou cannon s president reagan remains the definitive account
of our most significant presidency in the last fifty years ronald wilson
reagan the first actor to be elected president turned in the performance
of a lifetime but that performance concealed the complexities of the man
baffling most who came in contact with him who was the man behind the
makeup only lou cannon who covered reagan through his political career
can tell us the keenest reagan watcher of them all he has been the only
author to reveal the nature of a man both shrewd and oblivious based on
hundreds of interviews with the president the first lady and hundreds of
the administration s major figures president reagan takes us behind the
scenes of the oval office cannon leads us through all of reagan s roles
from the affable cowboy to the self styled family man from the politician
who denounced big government to the president who created the largest
peace time deficit from the statesman who reviled the soviet government
to the great communicator who helped end the cold war

The Keys to Power
2015-09-25

looks at how the office of the presidency has changed argues that the
president has become too central to national politics and suggests ways
to restore the constitutional balance

A Consequential President
2017-01-03

a brilliant book if presidential candidates have to pass this test there will
be a vacant mcmansion on pennsylvania avenue p j o rourke 25 b w
illustrations
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How to Be President of the U. S. A.
1992

so you ve gotten yourself elected president now what help is here in the
form of an imaginary memo from your former professor who integrates
the works of the great thinkers aristotle plato machiavelli etc with
contemporary scholarship to address the strengths limitations and
possibilities of presidential leadership michael a genovese a highly
esteemed presidential scholar culls numerous nuggets of wisdom about
presidential leadership including past presidents condensing detailed and
academically grounded insights into an engaging and entertaining read
all essential topics are covered including presidential character and
personality political institutions and opportunities power versus
leadership and sources of and limits to presidential power in depth
coverage of crisis management and wartime decision making are unique
strengths of the book chapters are brief and concise making memo to a
new president far more interesting than supplements such as case
studies or documents genovese s presentation allows readers to identify
with the various constraints on america s chief executive and gives them
an opportunity to apply their knowledge and preconceptions often
misconceptions to the political realities that presidents routinely face
students are left to grapple with a central question of the book is an
effective presidency possible without undermining the essence of a
democratic republic

President Reagan
2008-08-04

step into the president s shoes with involving activities maps facts
pictures fill ins quizzes checklists tips and more

The Personal President
1985
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the constitution sets out three eligibility requirements to be president
one must be 35 years of age a resident within the united states for 14
years and a natural born citizen there is no supreme court case which
has ruled specifically on the presidential eligibility requirements and this
clause has been the subject of several legal and historical treatises over
the years as well as more recent litigation this book discusses the
qualifications required to become a president of the united states as well
as the required nominations and funding

So You Think You Can Be President?
2008-04-17

before the white house and air force one before the tv ads and the
enormous rallies there was the real barack obama a man wrestling with
the momentous decision to run for the presidency feeling torn about
leaving behind a young family and figuring out how to win the biggest
prize in politics this book is the previously untold and epic story of how a
political newcomer with no money and an alien name grew into the world
s most powerful leader but it is also a uniquely intimate portrait of the
person behind the iconic posters and the secret service code name
renegade drawing on a dozen unplugged interviews with the candidate
and president as well as twenty one months covering his campaign as it
traveled from coast to coast richard wolffe answers the simple yet
enduring question about barack obama who is he based on wolffe s
unprecedented access to obama renegade reveals the making of a
president both on the campaign trail and before he ran for high office it
explains how the politician who emerged in an extraordinary election
learned the personal and political skills to succeed during his youth and
early career with cool self discipline calculated risk taking and simple
storytelling obama developed the strategies he would need to survive the
onslaught of the clintons and john mccain and build a multimillion dollar
machine to win a historic contest in renegade richard wolffe shares with
us his front row seat at obama s announcement to run for president on a
frigid day in springfield and his victory speech on a warm night in chicago
we fly on the candidate s plane and ride in his bus on an odyssey across
a country in crisis stand next to him at a bar on the night he secures the
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nomination and are backstage as he delivers his convention speech to a
stadium crowd and a transfixed national audience from a teacher s office
in iowa to the oval office in washington we see and hear barack obama
with an immediacy and honesty never witnessed before renegade
provides not only an account of obama s triumphs but also examines his
many personal and political trials we see obama wrestling with race and
politics as well as his former pastor reverend jeremiah wright we see him
struggling with life as a presidential candidate a campaign that falters for
most of its first year and his reaction to a surprise defeat in the new
hampshire primary and we see him relying on his personal experience as
well as meticulous polling to pass the presidential test in foreign and
economic affairs renegade is an essential guide to understanding
president barack obama and his trusted inner circle of aides and friends
it is also a riveting and enlightening first draft of history and political
psychology

Memo to a New President
2008

a masterful blend of political satire and edgy social commentary here is a
wildly entertaining trip through recent american history and into the
impending future an incisive look at how we love and hate our political
leaders and how they love and hate us back the x president touches the
very heart of what it means to be president and what a president means
to america it is the year 2055 and america is entangled in a devastating
world war and losing badly as the threat of homeland invasion grows
stronger the united states is desperate to change the tide anyway it can
enter sal hayden official biographer of a former president known as bc
now 109 years old and all but forgotten charismatic controversial and
always willing to feel another person s pain bc s political career like his
personal life is marked by both uncanny triumphs and key blunders some
of which may have doomed the u s to defeat recording his story has not
always been easy but it has been straightforward that is until the day sal
is asked to rewrite it and not just on the page for sal will be granted a
biographer s most fantastic dream one that will thrust her into the
greatest moral dilemma of her life and the world s most daring
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dangerous and spectacular spin job

Nominating a President, the Process and
the Press
1980

peggy grande s memoir is the book to read on ronald reagan s post
presidential years among the most unique and touching books ever done
on the man wonderful the americanspectator in the president will see
you now devoted reagan insider peggy grande shares behind the scenes
stories intimate moments and insights into one of america s most
beloved presidents grande who started in the office of ronald reagan as a
college student and earned her way into a coveted role as the president s
executive assistant offers an unparalleled perspective on the post
presidency of a political icon grande s stories and never before seen
photos show a unique private side to a public figure and leader who
reshaped conservatism ushered in an era of prosperity and helped spur
the end of the cold war grande reveals what day to day life was like in
reagan s california office including the former president s relationship
with the first lady and his interactions with friends world leaders and
everyday americans grande recalls how reagan kept a vigorous schedule
for years after he left the white house his robust engagement with others
and ongoing political advocacy despite his eventual alzheimer s diagnosis
grande shows how ronald reagan remained true to core beliefs his
gentlemanly kindness and his undying hope for his country today the
reagan legacy looms over american politics more than ever grande
reminds readers why when ronald reagan was president we not only
loved ourselves but also loved america and the american values he
represented faith optimism and patriotism

How to be President of the U.S.A.
1992

charismatic charming and one of the best orators of his era henry clay
seemed to have it all he offered a comprehensive plan of change for
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america and he directed national affairs as speaker of the house as
secretary of state to john quincy adams the man he put in office and as
acknowledged leader of the whig party as the broker of the missouri
compromise and the compromise of 1850 henry clay fought to keep a
young nation united when westward expansion and slavery threatened to
tear it apart yet despite his talent and achievements henry clay never
became president three times he received electoral college votes twice
more he sought his party s nomination yet each time he was defeated
alongside fellow senatorial greats daniel webster and john c calhoun clay
was in the mix almost every moment from 1824 to 1848 given his
prominence perhaps the years should be termed not the jacksonian era
but rather the age of clay james c klotter uses new research and offers a
more focused nuanced explanation of clay s programs and politics in
order to answer to the question of why the man they called the great
rejected never won the presidency but did win the accolades of history
klotter s fresh outlook reveals that the best monument to henry clay is
the fact that the united states remains one country one nation one
example of a successful democracy still working still changing still
reflecting his spirit the appeal of henry clay and his emphasis on
compromise still resonate in a society seeking less partisanship and more
efforts at conciliation

Becoming President
2012

the gilded age bon vivant who became america s unlikeliest chief
executive and who presided over a sweeping reform of the system that
nurtured him chester alan arthur never dreamed that one day he would
be president of the united states a successful lawyer arthur had been
forced out as the head of the custom house of the port of new york in
1877 in a power struggle between the two wings of the republican party
he became such a celebrity that he was nominated for vice president in
1880 despite his never having run for office before elected alongside
james a garfield arthur found his life transformed just four months into
his term when an assassin shot and killed garfield catapulting arthur into
the presidency the assassin was a deranged man who thought he
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deserved a federal job through the increasingly corrupt spoils system to
the surprise of many arthur a longtime beneficiary of that system saw
that the time had come for reform his opportunity came in the winter of
1882 83 when he pushed through the pendleton act which created a
professional civil service and set america on a course toward greater
reforms in the decades to come chester arthur may be largely forgotten
today but zachary karabell eloquently shows how this unexpected
president of whom so little was expected rose to the occasion when fate
placed him in the white house by exploring the gilded age s parallels with
our own divisive political scene karabell does an excellent job of
cementing the volume s relevance for contemporary readers publishers
weekly

Renegade
2009-06-02

an account exploring the powers and role of the u s president

The X President
2003-11-04

the only man to serve as president and chief justice who approached
every decision in constitutional terms defending the founders vision
against new populist threats to american democracy william howard taft
never wanted to be president and yearned instead to serve as chief
justice of the united states but despite his ambivalence about politics the
former federal judge found success in the executive branch as governor
of the philippines and secretary of war and he won a resounding victory
in the presidential election of 1908 as theodore roosevelt s handpicked
successor in this provocative assessment jeffrey rosen reveals taft s
crucial role in shaping how america balances populism against the rule of
law taft approached each decision as president by asking whether it
comported with the constitution seeking to put roosevelt s activist
executive orders on firm legal grounds but unlike roosevelt who thought
the president could do anything the constitution didn t forbid taft insisted
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he could do only what the constitution explicitly allowed this led to a
dramatic breach with roosevelt in the historic election of 1912 which taft
viewed as a crusade to defend the constitution against the demagogic
populism of roosevelt and woodrow wilson nine years later taft achieved
his lifelong dream when president warren harding appointed him chief
justice and during his years on the court he promoted consensus among
the justices and transformed the judiciary into a modern fully equal
branch though he had chafed in the white house as a judicial president
he thrived as a presidential chief justice

The President Will See You Now
2017-02-21

the first men america s presidents series explains the personal and public
life of each president of the united states their qualities of character and
leadership are aptly interpreted and offer strong role models for all
citizens presidential successes are recorded for posterity as are the
pitfalls that should be guarded against in the future this series also
explains the domestic reasons and world backdrop for the expansion of
the executive office of the president the president of the united states is
perhaps the most coveted position in the world and this series reveals
the lives of all those successfully elected how each performed as
president and how each is to be measured in history the collective life
stories of the presidents reveal the greatness that america represents in
the world

Henry Clay
2018-07-02

inform your vote with the history and personal stories of 45 us presidents
in this beautifully illustrated volume from the first president george
washington to the most recent president donald trump the united states
has seen a host of extraordinary men take office their stories are all
included in the complete book of us presidents by journalist and historian
bill yenne this book features short biographical essays about the lives of
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45 presidents jam packed with unusual details and expounding on the
significant roles each commander in chief played in the shaping of the
united states and its relations with the world lavishly illustrated including
each president s official white house portrait sidebars about each and
every vice president and first lady and interesting anecdotes this book is
accessible to a broad audience and will captivate any history lover during
election season the complete book of us presidents is an expansive
collection that reflects on america s rich presidential history telling the
story of a nation through the biographies of some of its greatest political
leaders

Chester Alan Arthur
2004-06-21

the 1 new york times bestselling author of mrs kennedy and me and five
days in november reflects on his seventeen years on the secret service
for presidents eisenhower kennedy johnson nixon and ford the
assassination of one president the resignation of another and the
swearing in of the two who followed those traumatic events clint hill was
there on duty through five presidents after an extraordinary career as a
special agent on the white house detail clint hill retired in 1975 his career
spanned the administrations of dwight d eisenhower john f kennedy
lyndon b johnson richard m nixon and gerald r ford a witness to some of
the most pivotal moments in the twentieth century hill lets you walk in
his shoes alongside the most powerful men in the world during
tumultuous times in america s history the cold war the cuban missile
crisis the assassinations of president john f kennedy martin luther king jr
and robert f kennedy the vietnam war watergate and the resignations of
vice president spiro agnew and president nixon it was indeed a turbulent
time and through it all clint hill had a unique insider perspective his
fascinating stories will shed new light on the character and personality of
each of these five presidents as hill witnesses their human sides in the
face of grave decisions
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The President
1993

the presidency is a special office along with the vice president the
victorious candidate is our only nationally elected official and the position
has come to symbolize american government worldwide in many ways
the office is greater than the people who have occupied it in the 200 plus
years of our nation s history the presidency has grown and evolved
dramatically with the exception of abraham lincoln and andrew jackson
the nineteenth century office holders exerted little executive power and
mostly deferred to congress on domestic affairs teddy roosevelt began to
change all that and fdr completed the transformation with his new deal
laying the foundations for the modern presidency with the onset of the
cold war the imperial presidency was in full bloom and after a brief lull
the government s response to the war on terror has given the office new
and unprecedented powers undoubtedly now the presidency is not only
the most powerful and important job in the united states but arguably in
the world presidents most wanted celebrates the office the people who
inhabited it and the process of winning it with thirty five chapters packed
full of all sorts of presidential trivia it covers everything from elections to
first ladies to blunders and triumphs and gives the reader an in depth
look at the most powerful person in the world

William Howard Taft
2018-03-20

wegman combines in depth historical analysis and insight into
contemporary politics to present a cogent argument that the electoral
college violates america s core democratic principles and should be done
away with publishers weekly the framers of the constitution battled over
it lawmakers have tried to amend or abolish it more than 700 times to
this day millions of voters and even members of congress misunderstand
how it works it deepens our national divide and distorts the core
democratic principles of political equality and majority rule how can we
tolerate the electoral college when every vote does not count the same
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and the candidate who gets the most votes can lose twice in the last five
elections the electoral college has overridden the popular vote calling the
integrity of the entire system into question and creating a false picture of
a country divided into bright red and blue blocks when in fact we are
purple from coast to coast even when the popular vote winner becomes
president tens of millions of americans republicans and democrats alike
find that their votes didn t matter and with statewide winner take all
rules only a handful of battleground states ultimately decide who will
become president now as political passions reach a boiling point at the
dawn of the 2020 race the message from the american people is clear
the way we vote for the only official whose job it is to represent all
americans is neither fair nor just major reform is needed now isn t it time
to let the people pick the president in this thoroughly researched and
engaging call to arms supreme court journalist and new york times
editorial board member jesse wegman draws upon the history of the
founding era as well as information gleaned from campaign managers
field directors and other officials from twenty first century democratic
and republican presidential campaigns to make a powerful case for
abolishing the antiquated and antidemocratic electoral college in let the
people pick the president he shows how we can at long last make every
vote in the united states count and restore belief in our democratic
system

President James K. Polk
2006

i want to be president because i don t want anyone else to be president
many must feel the same way what follows is the story of how i became
the political person i am today it is my platform if it could be your story
vote for me it would be like voting for yourself feels good doesn t it so
begins the book of the month club novelist and award winning short story
author robert day in his new book robert day for president an
embellished campaign autobiography his book is a memoir about how he
became the political person he is today growing up with a republican
father a democratic mother and a polish socialist grandmother what feels
good about day s book are the scenes and the characters we see him at
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a 1960s rally protesting his university s off campus housing policy a
policy that discriminates against african americans who were not yet
african americans in kansas nor even blacks but negroes or colored
among other nouns then later his presence at the first large tea party
rally in washington d c harm was in the air you could see it along the way
we meet jeb bush william kristol peggy noonan anne coulter fox news
donald trump ben carson everett dirksen hillary clinton and day s
maternal grandmother sallie makielski herself the author of the makielski
proclamations machines that run on their own can run you over stand
good brooms on their handles wires connected to the house take money
out of the house first take care of yourself so you can care for others
when they need you and so no one need take care of you it is to sallie
makielski that day s book is dedicated

Campaign for President
1997-11-01

paul harvey collins was the son of an island boy who was raised on
sullivans island south carolina when he was in high school he and a friend
from the upper part of the state were on a civics class trip to the south
carolina legislature at the same time they were not impressed by the
workings of government and decided to enter politics as a career they
made their lifes work the improvement of government after college and
law school they were elected to the south carolina legislature and made
important changes to the governments of several areas of the state they
reduced the number of governments and reduced the size of the
governments by mergers of governments this achievement lower the
overhead cost of government and improved the effectiveness of the
governments they were elected to the federal congress and were very
dissatisfied with their ability to get things done the congress remained a
do nothing congress but they were able to get other states to merge
county and city governments and reduce overhead cost paul harvey
collins was elected president and greatly improved the executive branch
of the government he reduced overhead cost of that branch he was able
to improve governments in the islamic world and bring peace and
prosperity to the world near the end of his second term as president he
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was able to have a constitutional convention that provided a new
effective and efficient method of government for the united states of
america the new constitution provided a unicameral legislature of a
senate with the one hundred members elected from near equal
population senate districts the senate appointed the president who
served like a chief executive officer in a corporation the president served
at the pleasure of the senate as a chief executive officer serves at the
pleasure of the board of the corporation the people elect the legislature
like the stock holders of a corporation elects the board the story of paul
harvey collins life is total by him to a well known presidential biography
the story begins in the paul harvey collins presidential library on the
campus of the university of south carolina

The Complete Book of US Presidents
2020-05-12

each president brings to the white house a distinct set of personal
characteristics and a preferred leadership style but just how much have
individual presidents shaped domestic policy to understand and assess
what factors determine one president s success and another s limited
accomplishments it is important to examine both the individual s
leadership roles and the circumstances that shape opportunities for
success this book systematically examines the first terms of every
president from fdr to obama and assesses leadership style the policy
agenda and the political opportunity facing each president the success of
each president in bringing about landmark legislation and other policy
change is shown to hinge on the opportunities facing each president his
leadership style and finally his skill managing a variety of institutional
and public relationships not all presidents are created equal but some
can implement strategies to overcome formidable obstacles rising into
the vaunted ranks of the great presidents the second edition of this
timely book adds chapters on george w bush and barack obama and
focuses on the significant domestic policy challenges of their respective
times tax cuts education policy and homeland security are featured for
the bush era while health care reform economic policy initiatives
immigration and gun control are highlights for obama both offer insights
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into contemporary presidential leadership in a highly partisan age in
addition the authors have reconfigured the analytical framework of the
book to take into account the dynamic opportunity structure that
emerged during the george w bush administration publisher s description

Five Presidents
2016-05-03

newly updated to include our newest president celebrating 25 years of
fun learning for all with full color illustrations for the first time here s a
fast easy way to learn all the presidents of the united states forever in
less than 20 minutes in no time at all you will be able to remember the
names of all 45 presidents in chronological order crazy cartoons and
comic book style captions create a nonsense tale that will make it
impossible for you to forget the presidents you ll also learn lots of kid
friendly facts about each president and his term of office some historical
and hysterical highlights and plenty of presidential puns ray guns for
reagan nicks on for nixon fill more for fillmore oh baaah ma for obama
with five quick quizzes and what you need to know if you want to be
president you ll soon be an authority on the highest office in the land and
having a lot of fun at the same time

Presidents' Most Wanted™
2008-01-01

from fidel castro to qassem soleimani the us government has been
involved in an array of assassinations and assassination attempts against
foreign leaders and officials the president s kill list reveals how the us
government has relied on a variety of methods from the use of poison to
the delivery of sniper rifles and from employing hitmen to simply laying
the groundwork for local actors to do the deed themselves it shows not
only how policymakers decided on assassination but also the level of
presidential control over these decisions tracing the history of the us
government s approach to assassination the book analyses the evolution
of assassination policies and for the first time reveals how successive
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administrations through private justifications and public legitimations
ensured assassination remained an available tool

Let the People Pick the President
2020-03-17

Robert Day for President
2016-01-20

The Island Boy President
2013-11-07

The Presidency and Domestic Policy
2014

Yo Millard Fillmore! (And all those other
Presidents you don't know)
2017-02-21

President's Kill List
2024-05-31
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Dukakis
1988

Unchosen Presidents
1977-12-19
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